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Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
OysterCreekEIS@nrc.gov

Re:

5

NUREG-1437: Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of
Nuclear Plants, Supplement 28, Regarding Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station Draft Report for Comment: Comments on Safety and Security Aspects

In• our previous comments we complained that NRC had failed to assess the effects of the
potential accumulation of spent fuel on the site if the reactor continues to operate beyond the term of the
existing license. This situation has been made even more likely by the Department of the Interior's
recent decisions not to allow a private spent fuel repository to be constructed. I attach these decisions,
which the NRC should regard as significant new information.
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Please accept these supplementary written comments submitted on behalf of Nuclear Information
and Resource Service, Jersey Shore Nuclear Watch, Inc., Grandmothers, Mothers and More for Energy
Safety, New Jersey Public Interest Research Group, New Jersey Sierra Club, and New Jersey
Environmental Federation (collectively "Citizens") on the safety and security aspects of the above
referenced Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Power
Plants, Supplement 28, regarding Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant ("DSEIS"). These comments
supplement the comments previously been submitted on DSEIS by myself and Julia Huff under separate
cover. The NRC should consider and respond to all our submitted comments, because they are
complementary and not duplicative.
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This new information underscores that an off-site spent fuel repository is unlikely to open for at
least 20 more years. Thus, it is completely foreseeable that spent fuel would accumulate further on the
site, if the license extension were granted. This issue must therefore be addressed in the DSEIS, which
would otherwise fail to meet the requirements of NEPA to look at the foreseeable environmental
consequences of major federal actions.
We thank you for the opportunity to submit these written comments.
Sincerely,

By:
Richard Webster, Esq.
Rutgers Environmental Law Clinic, Citizens' Counsel
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AGENCY:

Bureau of Indian Affairs

ACTION:

Record of Decision for the Construction and Operation of an Independent

Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) on the Reservation of the Skull Valley Band of
Goshute Indians (Band) in Tooele County, Utah

SUMMARY:. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is issuing the Record of Decision
(ROD) for a proposed lease of tribal trust lands between Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C.
(PFS) and the Band. The BIA analyzed the impacts of the proposed lease on the quality
of the human environmcnt under the National Environmcntal Policy Act (NEPA). The
BIA issued a draft environmental impact statement (EIS) in June 2000, and the final EIS
(FEIS) in December 200 1.

The FEIS analyzes the effects of the construction and operation of an ISFSI for
two distinct proposed sites on land held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the
Band on its reservation, two different methods of transporting the spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) from an existing Union Pacific rail line 39 kmn (24 miles) north of the proposed
sites, and one alternate site in Wyoming. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is

the-lead agency; the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the Surface Transportation
Board (STB) and the BIA are cooperating agencies for the EIS. Each agency participated
in the NEPA process within the scope of its respective responsibility. In this Record of

Decision (ROD), the BIA is announcing its decision to disapprove the proposed lease and
choose the no action altcrnativc.
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The BIA decision is based on review of the draft EIS; the FEIS; comments
received from the public, other Federal agencies, and State and local Governments;
consideration of the required factors under the Indian Long-term Leasing Act and
implementing regulation; and discussion of all the alternatives writh the cooperating
agencies.
For further information, contact.,
Mr. Arch Wells
Deputy Director, Office of Trust Services
Bureau of Indian Affairs

1849 C St. NV
Washington, D.C.
Telephone: (202) 208-7513
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORWMATION
The Skull Vallev Band of Goshute Indians
The Band is a federally re:ognized Tribe with 125 enrolled members. The Band's
rescrvation consists of 18,540 acres in Tooele County, Utah, about 70 miles West of Salt
Lake City. As of the date of this ROD, approximately 30 Band members live on the
reservation.
Spent Nuclesr-Fuel
SNF consists mainly of intact fuel rods removed from a nuclear reactor. The rods
contain pellets of uranium, each about the size ofa pencil eraser, that are the source of
heat inside a reactor vessel. While in the reactor, the uranium is used up and fission by
products accumulate and degrade the efficiency of the fuel rods until they can no longer
effectively power the reactor. When removed from reactors, the uranium pellets stay in
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the fuel rods, which remain highly radioactive and must be stored in specially constructed
pools of water ("wet storage") or in specially designed containers cooled by natural
airflow ("dry storage") until the radioactivity decreases to safer levels, a process that can
take thousands of years.
The NRC has statutory wuthority to license both wet and dry SNF storage
facilities. As of the date of this ROD, NRC has licensed 42 ISFS1 facilities across the
United States. Most of these are located with the nuclear reactors where the SNF is
generated. The NRC has commented that the SNF is safely stored at the locations where
it is currently located.1 The proposed ISFSI at the Goshute Reservation is the first large,
away from point-of-generation repository of its type to bc licensed by the NRC.
The Proposed ISFSI
The ISPSI proposed for the Goshute Reservation would be operated by PFS, a
private, non-governmental entity composed of eight NRC-licensed nuclear power
generators. 2 Under its proppsed plan, PFS would accept SNF under contract from its
constituent members and other NRC-liccnsed nuclear power generators across the
country. SNF would be shipped by rail or by rail and heavy haul truck (as discussed in
the FEIS analysis below) to the proposed ISFSl from all parts of the United States. The
generators would retain title to the SNF while in transit to the proposed JSFSI and while
it is stored there. At the proposed ISFSI, the stainless steel shipping containers that hold
the SNF would be placed in DOE-designed, NRC-licensed steel and concrete storage
'See FEIS RFsponsc to Commrrcnis, Sectica 0.3.2.1; G.3 .5.1..
Those generators are: Indiana-Michigan Powtr Company (American Electric Power); Entergy
Corporation; CPU Nuclear Corporution; Xcel Encrgy; Florida Po•vr and Light Company; Southern
Nuclcor Opcruing Compimy; Scuihem Catifornia Edison Company; Genot Fuel Tech, Inc.
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casks. The casks would then be placed on concrete pads in the open air inside the secure
portion of the ISFSI. The SNF would remain highly radioactive throughout its stay at the
ISFSI on the Goshute Reservation and would generate large amounts of heat as the fuel
pellets continue to decay. This heat would be dissipated by the natural flow of air around
the storage casks.
On February 21, 2006, the NRC issued a license to PFS for the construction and
operation of the proposed ISFS1.3 Under the license, PFS may store up to 10,000 metric
tons or SNF at the proposed ISPS1 on the Goshute Reservation. The license term is 20
yecrs, with an option that allows PFS to apply for renewal for an additional 20 years.
The NRC has stated in response to comments to the Draft EIS that it would not grant a
renewal that would extend beyond the term of the proposed lease.4 PFS may not begin
construction, however, until it has met several o&her NRC requirements, and until the BIA
takes action on the proposed lease.
The Proposed Le2se
In May 1997, the Band and PFS signed the First Amended and Restated Lease
("first lease") for the proposed ISFSI. Under the first lease, PFS would construct .and
operate the NRC-licensed ISFSI on a site consisting of 820 acres of irst land on the
northwest comer of the reservation. The first lease would be for an initial term of 25
years, with PFS having the irrevocable option to renew for an additional iern or&25 years.
PFS would pay the Band rent and other costs throughout the term of the lea.se.

*NRC Mat.erial License No. SNM.25 17, Docket No. 72-22.
'See FEIS Respinse to Cotnmmnts G.3.2.1.
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operrtors from which it came for storage at their NRC-licensed Sites.5 Under the NRC
license and the proposed lease, upon termination of the lease, or upon termination of the
license, whichever comes first, PFS would be responsible for complete radiological and
non-radiological decommissioning of the ISFSI.
In letters dated May 17, 2006, and April 21,2006, to Jaames E. Cason, Associate
Deputy Secretary of the Interior, the Band has asked that the Department of the Interior
take immediate action on the proposed lease. The Band has also made numerous phone
calls to Department officials demanding immediate action.
The Final EIS
Construction and operation of the proposed ISFSI would require the following
actions by four different federal agencies:
v NRC issuance to PFS of a license to receive, transfer, and possess SNF. This is
required under the Atomic Energy Act and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act for any
facility of this type.
* BIA epproval of a business lease for the proposed facility on tribal trust land.
This is required under 25 USC 41S because the proposed facility would be on the
reservation.
0 BLM approval ofa PFS right-of-way (ROW) application to construct either:

c a new rail spur (off of the interstate rail line) from Skunk Ridge along the
base of the Cedar Mountains on the western side of Skull Vallcy to the
ISFSI, or
See FEIS PKesponse :O Cornnenms 0.3 2.1..
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o an Intermodal Tran.sfer Facility (ITF) nei. Timpie, Utah (to transfer thc
incoming SNF from the interstate rail line to heavy-haul tracks for
transport down Skull Valley Road to the ISFSI). 6
These approvals would be required under the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act because PFS's proposed transportation options would cross
federal land controlled by the BLM.
STB approval of the proposed new rail spur. This approval is required for
construction of any new rail line under 49 U.S.C. 10901.
To assess under NEPA the impacts of the full range ofpossible federal approvals and
alternatives on the quality of the human environment, the four agencies could have
prepared four separate EISs, one for each agency. However. following the policy
expresed in the Council on Environmental Quality regulations that NEPA review is
intended to reduce papervork and eliminate duplication,7 the four agencies decided to
prepare one EIS and created alenmatives for analysis in the FEIS that combined the four
approvals in different ways, as follows:
Alternative

Description in FEIS

Proposed Action Alternative I (designated in
the FEIS as the preferrcd
alternative)

Construction and operation
of the proposed ISFSI at the
proposed location (Site A)
on the Reservation and the

Federal Approvals
Analyzed as part of

Alternalive

new rail
Altemative

2:

spur.

NRC-issue license
BIA-approve lease
BLM-approve rail spur
STB-approve rail spur
II

Construction and operation

NRC--issue license for Site

of the proposed ISFSI at an

B

The BLM approval would be only for constnietion and operation ofthe ITF; there would be no federal

approval necessary for the tronspotnation ofthe SNF do.n Skull Valley Road.
'40 C.F.R, §§ 1500.2(b) end 1500.4.
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location (Site B)
on the Reservation, with the
rail spur as described under
alternativc 1.

1 alternative

P.03

BIA-approve lease,
conditioned on change to
Site B
BLM-approve rail spur

STB-approve rail spur
Alternative 3

Alternative 4:

Construction and operation
of the proposed ISFSI at
Site A, and construction and
operation of the new ITF
with the use of heavy-haul
vehicles to move SNF down
the existing Skull Valley
Road.
Construction and operation
of the proposed ISMSI at
Site B, with the same ITF as
described under alternative
3.

Wyoming Alternative

Construction and operation
of the proposed ISFSI in
Fremont County, WVyorning

No Action Alternative:

PFS would not construct or
operate the proposed ISFSI

8

NRC-issue license
BIA-approve lease
BLM-approve ITF
STB-no federal action

NRC-issue license for Site
B
BIA-approve lease,
conditioned on change to
Site B
BLM-approve ITF
STB-no federal action
NRC-analysis requircd
under NRC NEPA
procedures to determine if
another Site is obviously
superior to the proposed
site.
BIA-no federal action (not
analyzed as a reasonable
alternative because of the
government-to-government
relationship with the Band)
BLM-no federal action
STB-no federal action
NRC-disapprove license
BIA-disapprove lease
BLM--disapprove rail spur
and ITF
STB---disapprove rail spur
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Even though the four agencies analyzed the altermatives as a whole in the FEIS,
the intent of the agencies w;s th3t ~l]of the decisions would be independently justified
and that, generally, one agency's action would not prejudice or foreclose the others,
consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 1506.1.
The agencies provided in the FEIS that each agency will have the full range of decisions
available to it by specifying that the NRC would make its licensing decision first,
followed, if the license is issued, by BIA's decision on the lease (ihis ROD), followed, if
the license and the lease are approved, by the BLM and STB decisions.' Thus, even if
one agency chose the Proposed Action or another action alternative, any of the other
agencies in the process could still choose the No Action alternative. Although, as noted
below, that order has changed slightly since its contemplation in the FEIS, none of the
decisions by other agencies have prejudiced the BIA's alternatives, and the BIA still
retains full discretion to approve or disapprove the proposed lease.
Under 40 C.F.R. § 1505.2, an agency must identify in its ROD the alternative it
considers to be the environmentally preferable alternative. All of the action alternatives
analyzed in the FEIS have some environmental impacts from construction and operation
of the ISFSJ. The BIA considers the environmentally preferable alternative to be the no
action alternative, The potential environmental impacts of constructing and operating the
proposed ISFSI on the Reservation would not occur under this alternative. Positive
economic benefits from tax revenues, local payroll, and other expcnditures
would not be
1See, e.g., Sec"ion 9.4.3 ofthe YEIS. The agencies irreed upon this oeder because cenain decisiors Would
render other decisions moot- First, beccuse issuance ofthe NXC license was a condition of the DIA lease
approval, ifNRC decided to not issue the license, BIA's action would be moot. Similarly, ifB[A were to
disapprovc the kc'se, there would be r.o rieed forthe rnil spur or iCse
ITF, so BLM's and STBSs d-cisions
would be moct. This anoriulated crder is not binding. howevcr.
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available to the Band, but the Band would be free to pursue other uses znd economic
development opportunities for its land.
Status of Other Federal Actions
Since the issuance of the FEIS in December, 2001, several of the federal actions
described above have occurred or become moot. As noted above, on February 21, 2006,
the NRC issued a license to PFS to receive, transfer, and store SNF on the Reservation.
The license is very specific, limiting not only the capacity and other operational ,spects
of the facility, but also the location of the facility to the site analyzed in the FEIS as "Site
A" (which is also the site designated in the proposed lease). Thus, if the BIA were to
select the area analyzed as Site B in the FEIS, this selection would Yequire the Band and
PFS to amend the proposed lease (as noted in the FEIS) and require PFS to apply for, and
the NRC to approve, a modification to the license.
Furthermore, in Section 384 of Public Law 109-163, the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006, Congress created the Cedar Mountain
Wilderness Area in Tooele County, Utah, through which a portion of the proposed rail
spur would be built. In the legislation, Congress specifically withdrew the Cedar
Mountain Wilderness Area from "all forms of entry, appropriation, or disposal under the
public land laws." STB and BLM approval of the PFS applications regarding the
proposed rmil spur arc therefore precluded by this legislation.
Finally, concurrent with ihis ROD, BLM is issuing a ROD disapproving the PFS
application for the ROW for the proposed ITF and rail spur. Therefore, if BIA were to
approve the proposed lease, PFS would have to find some other method for transporting

10
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SNF to the proposed facility. In the absence of a proposzl from PFS for an alternative
transportation system, BIA cannot predict whether that alternative system would require a
federal action and NEPA review.
The Scone of the BIA Decision
Since the other federal actions are complete or moot, the sole remaining agency
action is the Secretary of the Imcrio;'s approval or disapproval of tIIe proposed lease. As
noted above, the Superintendent of the Uintah and Ouray Agency conditionally approved
the proposed lease in May 1997. The Sccretery's decision in this ROD is not constrained
by that conditional approval.
The ConditionalApproval was outside the Scope ofthe Superintendent s Authority.
On August 28, 1991, the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs (AS-IA) issued a
memorandum to all Area Directors with the subject line: "Conditional Lease Restriction."
This memorandum specifically instructs employees that that there will be no conditional
approval of leases for waste facilities in the ftiuxe.9 This policy was still in effect on the
date the Superintendent conditionally approved the proposed lease.
'

As the August 28, 1991 AS-A memo is largely relevant to central

issues in this ROD the briefmemo, is

stated herein inits entirety:
1: has come to my attention that corditional lease approvals have been granted for proposed waste
facillties in the past. The potential cnvitouniental Imp3.ets of these projects result Ln intense public and tribal

onenfion which demand that the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) act objectively during the review of the
leases for these types oractivities.
The most public of these processes is the preparation of the Envirenmental Impact Statemena
under the Nation.l Envlronrentcl Policy Act (NEPA), which must be completed before any decision
retarding the lease cen be made. While I have no doubt thet all BIA officers intend to fill), comply with
cur obligations unMer NEPA, the conditional approval of a lease for such a land disruptive activiy,may
create the appearance thst scrne of lhese obligations are net taken seriotaly.
Therefore, to help ensure that BIA Is not only acting inan objective manner but is perceived as
uctinD in on objectivc manner, thcre will be no conditional approval: for wartz facilities in th. fvture.

II
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The Secretary of the Interior has authority to approve leases under the Indian
Long-Term Leasing Act. 10 The Secretary has the authority to manage Indian Affairs end
to delegate that authority. 11 This authority to delegate allows subordinate officers to
make deterninations and issue policies in accordance wiih laws and implememning
regulations prescribed by the Secretary. Considerable deference is accorded to the
Secretary's construction of a statutory scheme that he is entrusted to administer.t
Though the Superintendent had delegated authority to approve or disapprove leases,
including waste facilities leases, the Superintendent acted beyond the scope of his
authority by conditionally approving the 1997 lease in violation of BIA policy.
The Secretary is not bound by the Superintendent's 1997 conditional approval of
the proposed lease. The 1991 policy removed delegated authority from all officers to
conditibnally approve waste fzcility leases..3 The Superintendent acted outside the scope

of his delegated authority and in violation of BIA policy when he conditionally approved
the 1997 lease. The Superintendent did not have authority or delegation to act confrary to
BIA policy,2 4 and the Secretary is not bound by the ultra vires acts of his officers.IS

25 U.S.C. ; 415. See almo.

25 CFK j 162 et. 3eq. (regulations implementin.g $eclior. 415).

25 U.S.C.j 2 (The Comnissioner ofIndim Affatrs shall, under the direction of the Secretary of interior,

and agreeably to such regulations ond the Presidet may prescribe, have the management of all Indian
affairs 2nd .1l1matters arising out of Indian relaions.") See also. 25 USC § I-(a).
11Chevron v'. ,'."ordal Resources Defense Counci, 467 U.S. 437 (1984).
1725 U.S.C. § lt tate3 inpertinent pan. "The Secretary or the Commissione'r, as the cesc mkiy be, may at
-ny time revoke the whole or any po.n of a dcleg3tion made pursuant to tVMS Act.'"

"'See Depanrmena Manual at 200 DM 1.8 Exercite of Authority:
An officer or employee who is deklgtted or redelegated authority must exercise it in cor.formtiry
with any requirements that the person making the delegation would be called upon to observe.
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Thc CorditionalApproval Nras an Expression ofIntent andNot FinalSM Approval.
The Stiperintendent's action on the proposed lease was not a final action for the
Department of the 1nterior,16 and thtSe:retary may now review it de novo. Th-. four
conditions in the proposed lease rcquire more than ministerial acknow/cdgmcni by the
Secretary. They arc essential components of the body of information the Secrctary must
consider in order To make an informed decision to approve or disapprove the proposed
lease."

The conteni of the NRC license informs the Secretary's statutory consideration

Delegated authori•t must be cxurcised inaccordance with televant polices, st-nderds, progams,
organitzaion and budgetary limiit.ions. and administrative irstructions prescribed by officints of the Office
or the Sceretary or burcau.
i See rederol Croep Jmurance Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380, 384 (1947) (holding that the gove'rnment is
not bound when its agent enters into an agreetment th3t falls outside the Dgent's Congressionally delegated
authority.); UnitedStoresv. Srewor,, 311 US 60, 70 (1940) (The Government is not bound by the
mnauthlrizcd acts of its 3gent even if wthin the scope of (he ugents app.rent authority.); Utah Power &
Light Co. v. Onlred.Starex, 243 U.S. 389,409 (1917); Gray V.Johnsen, 395 F.2d 533, 537 (I0thCir.), cerl.
denled, 392 U.S. 906 (1968) ("agenr of the governmnen must act wthin the bounds of thcir auwhoriy; and
one who deals wit, them as.tumes the risk that they are so
Snulque
ýag.); v. U.S., 66) F.2d 968, 975 (f5/'
Cir. l 1); Laguna GOtuha Inc., v. United.State. 50 Fed.Cl. 336, 342 (2001X"The federal government will
not be held liable fo: acts ofits agents whi:h are ultra vires.")
16 See Ab•"yBultcreek et

a'I!..Wuetern RegicnatDirector,Swecni ofindionAffairs, 40 IBLA 196
discussing tWis proposed lease:
.. , By now it is well.established that BINs approval of the lease was conditionil, did not

constitutt final approval of the pwoposed storage facility, and did not authorize PFS to take possession or
commen-e construction of the facility. See Utah v. Unated$Satet, 210 F.3d 1193, 1195, (Superint.endent
conditionally approved the leasc):Utoh 32 IBIA at 170 n.l, (BIA's decision to approve the ]else was
conditional, and not final). It is entirely conceivable that no aatfon at all may be taken in.the future to store
spent nuclear Fuel on the Band's reservation, because no construction or opera'ion of the facility can
commence WITiout further BIA evaluation to ensure that the condotions set forth in the lease have been met.
If one o r ore of the requisite conditions are not met, the Secretary will not issue the necessary cernification
which, in effect, sives final approval to the lease, and te facility will never be construct.ed. Sec gecerally
H•aes v. An.darAo Area Director,25 TBIA 50 (1993) (appeol dismissed as premature whenr no final
ldetcrmination had been made by BIA). Ap>ellants have not suffered. a:d may never surfer, any concrete
adverse effects.
17 Indeed, the Department Manual

at 5 16 DM 5 provides "supplementary instrucvions for implementing

those portions ofthe CEQ regula:icns pertaining to Decision Making. See 5.16 DM 5.3 D-F:
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of health and safety," and the completion and consideration of the EIS is not only a
statutory prerequisite to making a decision under NEPA,"1 but is also the basis of hs
20
analysis of environmental impacts under the leasing statute.

Congress declared in NEPA that the policy of the fcdcral covermnrent is to "use

all practicable means and mcasures, including financial and technical assistance, in a
manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and maintain
conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the
social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of
Americans."" To carry out that policy, Congress instructed federal agencies that "the
policies, regulations, and public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and
administered in accordance with the policies set forth in this chap:er"" (In that same
section. Congress also imponed the requirement for environmental impact statements.) In
one of the first NEPA cases, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
noted that:

D. Relvvant environmental documents, comments, and responses will a:ccmpany proposals
t",ueh existing rcyiew processes so that Deptnrnmntal officials use them in trmking decisions,

E. The decision maker will cons!der the envircnrmentai impacts of the alternatives described in any
tclcvant environmental document and the range of these altematives must encompass the
nlternativcs considered by the decision maker.
F. To the extent practicable, the dccision raker will consider other substantive and legal
obligatir.ns beyond the immediate ccntcxt of the prcposed action.

"Section 415.(c),

s,'pro.

"42 USC 4332(2Xc)
Daviv.Morton, 469 F.2d 593 (10th Cir. 1972).
42 U.S.C. , 4331(a).

S42 U.SC. ; .3332(l)
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NEPA, first of all, makes environmental protection a part of the mandate
of every federal agcncy and department. [Each federal agency] is not only
permitted, but compelled, to take environmental values into account.
Perhaps the greatest importance of NEPA is to require [federal] agencies
to consider environmental
issuesjust as the)y consider other maters within
2
their mandates. 3
The BIA must consider cnviron.mtntal issues concerning the proposed lease. This
consideration, to be consistent with the spirit and letter of NEPA, must extend to all of
the effects of the proposed lease on the quality of the human environmen', and must
include the possibility of disapproval.24
The Statutory and Regulator' Standards for Approval of Leases
Under the Indian Long-Term Leasing Act, 25 U.S.C. § 415(a) (Section 415), the
Indian owner of trust or restricted land may lease the land "'withthe approval of the
Secretary of the Interior, for public, religious, educational, recreational, residential, or
business purposes." Leases made pursuant to this section can, in most cases, last for a
term of 25 years, subject to renewal for one additional term of 25 years (50 years total),
and are subject to "such terms and regulations as may b- prescribed by the Secretary of
the Interior."
In 1970 Congress amended Section 415 to require the Secretary, "prior to
approval of any lease or extension of an existing lease pursuant to this section," to "first

23 Cclvert CiffIs' CocrdinatdngCommittee v. Unpted Stoi• AtOmniC

r.ry Commission, 449

F.2d 1109. 1112 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (emphasis in original).
Id., at 1114 (`[The alternatives] requirement, Mke the dcetailed statement" requirrmncn, seeks to ern•re
that each agency decision maker his btibre him and takes into proper acccun, all possible apprcaches to a
particular project (including total abandonm-.nt of the project) which would alter the enviionmental impact
and the cost.benefit batonce:')
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aris4 himselffthat adequateconsiderotion has been given (emphasis added)" to five
specific factors:
1. the relationship between the use of the leased lands and the use of neighboring
lands;
2. the height, quality, and safety of any structures or other facilities to be constructed
on such lands;
3. the availability of police and fire protection and other services;
4. the availability ofjudicial forums for all criminal and civil causes arising on the
leased lands; and
5. the effect on the environment of the uses to which the leased lands will be subject.
Numerous Federal Courts have interpreted this statute. While "there are
provisions in the statute pertaining to the approval process which requirc that certain
steps be taken by the Secretary before any decision can be made," the Secretary "[is) not
subject to any specific, mandatory directives derived from regulations or statutes, and all
decisions regarding [a lease are] subject to the Secretary's subjective discretion." 2' The
1970 amendments to Section 41 5 allow the Secretary broad discretion in reviewing
leases. The statute directs the Secretary to "satisfy himself that adequate consideration
has been given" to these factors, but does not "give any Suidance whatsoever as to what
the Secretary should do in that regard." Consequently, the "statute allows wide judgment

• Webuier v. UnifedStare'o 823 F. Supp. 1544,. 1549-50 (D. Mont. 1992).
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on the part of the Secretary to determine when he is satisfied, what constitutes "adequate
consideration" and who will be responsible for giving "adequate consideration."''
However, Congress did not grant the Secretary limitless discretion in deciding
whether to approve or disapprove leases under Section 415. Aside from the statute's
mandate that the Secretary consider the five enumerated factors when making a decision,
courts have held that Sccretarial decisions under Section 415 must conform to the
fiduciary standard normally placed upon the United States when acting as trustee for the
Indians. By "Congress' having placed effective control over commercial leasing of
allotted lands in the Secretary of the Interior [under Section 415], which must be
exercised for their benefit according to the implementing regulations, the government has
assumed an enforceable fiduciary obligation to Indian [landowners] respecting
commercial leasing." 27 "The Secretary's actions will be analyzed not merely under an
abuse cf discretion standard, but under the more stringent standards demanded of a
fiduciary," which includes a duty to administer the trust exercising "such care and skill as
a man of ordinaryprudencewotzld exercise in dealing with his own property (emphasis
?died).,""t

"Id.
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discuss why we have decided to disapprove the proposed lease and to choose the no
action alternative.
Basis for Decision
The Secretary acknowledges the thoroughness of the NRC's inquiry into the
nuclear safety aspects of the proposed ISFSI, and does not endeavor to second guess the
methods or conclusions of the Commission that are by statute solely within its purview.
The Secretary of the Interior's inquiry is fundamentally different from that ofthe

Commission. As trustee-delega'e, the Secretary has the complex task of weighing the
long-term ,iability of the Skull Valley Goshute reservation as a homeland for the Band
(and the implications for preservation of Tribal culture and life) against the benefits and
risks from economic development activities proposed for property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Band. In making this inquiry, the Secretary is guided
by the five factors enumerated by Congress in Section 415, by the additional guidance
provided by the statute's implementing regulation at 25 CFR .162, and by the common
law, which can inform our decisions as trustee-delegate.
We see nothing in the statute, regulations, or the common law that requirerus to
approve the proposed lease. We see our primary duty as trustee-delegate, under the law
regarding this and other proposed leases, to be die protection of the trust res as a future
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homeland and productive land bese for the Band through the prudent excrcise of
informed discretion after considering all relevant factors.
We are cognizant of and have carefully considered the economic impact to the
Band in making this decision. We are aware of the income the proposed lease would
provide the Band, and that economic benefit has weighed heavily in our consideration of
the proposed lease. Upon weighing the benefits to the Band against the significant
uncertainties and other factors discussed below, we conclude that it is not consistent with
the conduct expected of a prudent trustee to approve a proposed ]ease. that promotes

storing SNF on the reservation. In reaching this conclusion, wc emphasize that the
decision to disapprove the proposed lease and choose the no action alternative in this
ROD does not foreclose other economic development activities that the Band could
pursue.
The decision to disapprove the proposed lease is the result of our concern that

adequate consideration has not becn given to the factors the Secretary is required to
considcr under the statute; that the PFS proposal removes the Secretary's ability to
effectively police the lessee's ictiviies on the trust property as contemplated by the
regulation; and that years-long delays in construction of a permanent SNF repository,
reflected in the Waste Confidence Decisions of the NRC, provides no firm basis to
determine when and under what circumstances SNF might be taken away from trust land
if the proposed ISMSI is built.
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Adequacy ofenviron•renralanalysis.

Two events have occurred in the immediate vicinity of the Goshute reservation
since the PFS EIS was completed in December, 2001. First, in 2004, the Band began
accepting baled municipal solid waste from Salt Lake City and owher Utah communities
into a Tekoi balefill landfill operation built on Reservation land ]eased to the CR Group,
LLC, with the approval of the BIA.29 Then, in 2006, the U.S. Congress created the Cedar
Mountain Wilderness Area near the Goshute Reservation in Tooele County.30 Ncith:r of
these events, of course, was analyzed in December, 2001 PFS EIS.
The landfill generates about 130-160 heavy truck trips per day to the Reservation
along the rural, two-lane Skull Valley Road. The proposed PFS facility would conribute
additional traffic on Skull Valley Road in the form of slow-moving, 150 foot-long heavy
haul trucks traveling with a frequency of about two per week. Each heavy-haul round
trip to the ISFSI would take about four hours. Road wear and tear under such
extraordinary volume and loads, interference with the truck traffic destined for the
landfill, and other environmental impacts have not been analyzed and therefore are not
ovailable to the Sccrctary in rnaking a decision on ihe proposed lease.

Impacts on the Cedar Mountain Wildemess Area, whether from construction and
operation of the ISFSI, transportation of SNF to the Goshute site, or truck traffic to and
from the landfill, have also not been analyzed. While the landfill EIS did include a
cumulative impacts analysis of tht projected impacts of truck traffic associated with the

: The BIA publishcd a Record of

Decision on balefill operation

May, 2004.
:P.L. 109-1 6
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PFS facility, both the landfill and PFS traffic were estimatedat the time that analysis was
completed. The impacts on the wilderness area from the proposed ISFSI, in combination
with now quantifiable actual impacts from existing activities such as the landfill, have
not been adequately analyzed and therefore are not available to inform the Secretary's
decision regarding the proposed lease.
Further, the PFS EIS analyzes in detail the trainspon of SNF to the Goshute
reservation, but fails to adequately address the impacts of transportation of SNF nay
from the PFS facility to the permanent geological repository or back to the utility
operutors. In fact, the first page of the PFS EIS describes the focus of the document as
evaluating "...the potential environmental effects of the ISFSI proposed by PFS,
including construction and operation of new transportation facilities that would provide
access to the proposed 1SFSI ... (emphasis added)'tlI The document contains many
references to transport to the Goshute Rescrvation,32 but very few that discuss the effects
of transport away from the site before the end of the license term or upon completion of a
permanent repository at Yucca Mountain.
Finally, recent federal case Jaw creates significant uncertainty surrounding the
adequacy of analysis in the PFS EIS. In San Luis Obispo Mothersfor Peace, et cl. v.
UnitedSt ates,3 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed an NRC decision to grant a

21 PFS EIS, Section l.J, pl.1, December, 2001
1 See, e.,e., sections 1.5.3.1 (p. 3-17); 2.1.2.1 (p. 2.18); 22.4.2 (p.2-40, 2-43, 2-47); 5 (p. 5$-); 5.4 (p. ,€
I1); 5.6 2 (p. 5-34); 5.7.2 (p. 5-39); 5.7.2.2 (p. 5.42); 5.7.2.3 (p. 5-44); 5.7.2.4 (p. $-49): 5.7.2.5 ( p. 1-51);
S.1.2.6 (p. 5.53); 5.7.2.9 (p. 5-58, 5-60, 5-61, S.62); 5.13.2 (p. 5-7 1); 5.8A (p. 5-72); 6 (p. 6-1); 6.1.A3 (p.
6-10); 6.1.5.3 (p. 6-12. 6-13. 6.14); 6.1.g.3 (p.6-20); 9.3 (p. 9-2); 9.4.3 (p. 9.16); Appendix A Scoping
Repon (p. 12); Appendix A Supplemental Scoping Repcrt (p. 13); Appendix C (p. C-I); Appendix D (p. D.
20); nnd Appendix G (p. 0-9).
" No.03-7462E. 2006 U.S. App. Lrxis 13617
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license to the owner of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo,
California, to construct and operate an SNF dry cask storage facility technically similar to
the one PFS proposes. In internal proceedings that preceded issuing the Diablo Canyon
license, the NRC decided categorically that NEPA does not require consideration of the
enviror.'nental effects of potential t-rrorist attacks. NRC based its decision on four
factors it used earlier in considering and rejecting the State of Utah's contention that the
environ.mental cffects of terrorism should be analyzed in the PFS EIS. "' The Ninth
Circuit reviewed each factor for reasonableness and concluded that, individually or
collectively, they do not support the NRC's decision not to consider the environmental
effects of a terrorist arrack in the Diablo Canyon EA.
The court's sweeping rejection of the same factors NRC relied on in rejecting the
State of Utah's contention in the PFS licensing proceedings leaves us distinctly
unsatisfied at best that the effects of a terrorist-initiated event have been given adequate
consideration, and prudent cognizance of the uncertainty surrounding this type of analysis
highlighted by the San Luis Obispo decision counsels disapproval of the proposed lease
and srelection of the no action alternative.

Relationship ofleased lands to neighboring lands.
As noted above, the BLM had to decide whether to approve or disapprove two
ROW applications submitted by PFS. The first of these applications would have
supported construction of a rail spur across public land to the ISFSI on the Reservation;
"The four factors are: (1) the possibility of terrorist artark is too far rerroved from the natural or expected
consequenctes of agcncy action; (2) because the risk ofa terrorist a•tack cannot be determined, the analysis
is likely to be meaningless; (3) NEPA does inot require a "worst ca€e" analysis; and (C)NEPA's puLblic
process is not an appropriate fornm for sensitlive security Issues,
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the second would have supported construction of an ITF on BLM land at which SNF
shipping canisters would be transfcrred to heavy haul trucks for the trip down Skull
Valley Road to the ISFSI, Citing many of the same concerns about the completeness of
the PFS EIS that BIA has identified, BLM has decided to disapprove both ROW
applications, concluding that intervening events not analyzcd in the EIS compel it to
determine that the ROWs are not in the public interest.
In reviewing the relationship of the use of leased lands to the neighboring lands,
as Section 415 instructs that we must, we are influenced by the consequences of BLM's
determination that the ROWs are not in the public interest. After NRC issued its license
restricting construction of the ISFSI to Site A (foreclosing analyzed alternatives that
involve construction of the ISFSI on Site B), and after Congress created the Cedar
Mountain Wilderness Area (effectively foreclosing alternatives that involved rail spur
transport into the Reservation), only alternative 3 - construction on Site A and transport
by rail and truck via the ITF - among the alternatives analyzed in the PFS EIS remained
viable. BLM-s determination that the ITF ROW is nol in the public interest has
effectively eliminated the last viable analyzed alternative for transportation of SNF to the
Reservation, and PFS has formally proposed no additional alternative method of
transport. The BLM determination that ROWs across public ands that would support an
csscntial component of the ]SFSI - trinsportation corridors - are not in the public
interest, we arc not satisfied that construction and operation of the facility is compatible
with neighboring lands.
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A vailability ofPolice Protection.

The NRC has given exhaustive consideration to security at the proposed ISFSL.
I

.

The Secretary of the Interior, howcver, is responsible for lmv enforcement on the Goshute
Reservation and throughout all of Indian Country. The BIA, the Band, and the Toocle
County Sheriff's Department do not have resources to provide adequate law enforcement
support for the proposed ISFSI. The Band does not have a P.L. 93-638 contract for law
enforcement with the BIA.5 In the absence of a contract, the BIA Office of Law
Enforcement Services (OLES), through its District III in Phoenix, Arizona has primary
law enforcement jurisdiction on the Goshute Reservation. Efforts to staff the Goshute
Reservation have consistently proven unsuccessful, and the BIA currently has no officers
assigned there. The closest BIA Law Enforcement Officers are assigned to the BIA's
Uintah and Ouray Agency in Ft. Duchesne, Utah, approximately 4 V2 hours drive from the
Goshute Reservation.
The Toocle County Sheriff's Department has jurisdiction within the county
surrounding the Reservation. The County Sheriff has no jurisdiction over crimes
committed by or against 1ndians in Indian country because Utah is not a "Public Law
280" state.)5 There is currently no reimbursable agreement between the BIA and the
County under which the latter would provide law enforcement services to the
Reservation, and the County Sheriff's Deputies are not currently cross-deputized by the
BIA and therefore have no jurisdiction over the Indian residents on the Reservation. The
Under P.L. 9.-638, the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Ac:' 25 USC 450 crreq., th
Secretary can contract with Tribes that want to provide ror their members the services the BIA ornnally
"

?tovides. With the contract come the fundin; the Secretary would have used to providc such services.
Seri Usc 1151
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Tootle County Sheriff's Department has a maximum normal shift manning of five
Deputies to cover the 7000 square-mile county; response times to incidents on the
Reservation could vary greatly depending on the location of Deputies in this large area.
Even if the appropriate agreements were in place, Tooele County could not provide the
round-the-clock law enforcement services required due to additional traffic and other
activities on the Reservation as a result of the proposed ISFS1.
As trustee-delegate for approximately 56 million acres of trust and restricted
lands, the Secretary of the Interior is funded to train and equip 400 BIA law enforcement
officer positions. Law enforcement resources in Indian Country are spread extremely
thin; on some Reservations the BIA can field only one trained officer for many hundreds
of square miles. BIA OLES managers estimate that seven full-time law enforcement
officers and two support staff would be required to adequately provide law enforcement
services to the Reservation if the ISFSI were built. With limited resources to meet Jaw
enforcement responsibilities throughout the rest of Indian Country, it would bt imprudent
to approve leases that allow an activity that the Secretary does not have the resources to
support.
The Secretary has no specializedresourceswith which to monitor the tenant s activities.
The highly technical nature of the proposed ISFSI effectively
eliminates the
Secretary's ability to inspect the tenant's activities and enforce the lease. The Secretary
retains the authority to enter the leased prcmises "... to protect the interests of the Indian
landowners and ensure that the tenant is in compliance with the operating requirements of
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the lease."37 The Secretary may also, after consultation with the Band. cancel a lease for
non-compliance and order the tenant to vacate.'

The Secretary controls no independent

specialized technical resources of the type required to assess compliance of so specialized
a tenant as PFS. The BIA employs no nuclear scientists or technicians nor other specialty
skills that would be required to adequately monitor the lease. Ali order to vacate issued
to PFS would have no practical effect because of the extensive infrastructure and
investment at the facility, and ihý logistics, expense, and national consequences of the
displacement of SNF stored there. The ISFSI, once constructed, has qualities of
permanence that render the trustee-delegate's ultimate regulatory means of protecting the
Indian landowner unworkable, and it is not prudent to approve a lease that has this
consequence.
The Secretary cannot ascertainwhen SNF might leave trust land.
Dcspite the efforts of the Department of Energy (DOE) toward establishing a
permanent geologic repository for SNP at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, the timing of
licensing and constructing that facility remains uncertain. Prudent cognizance of that
uncertainty counsels disapproval of the proposed lease
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), as amended, 3' established the
process for locating, constructing, operating and closing a national pe.rmnanent geologic
repository for high level radioactive waste and SNF. UndcrNw'A, the DOE is
responsible for obtaining a license from the NRC, then constructing and operating the

"25CFRI162.617
725 CFR 162.619
A42
U.S.C. 10 1021 rirj.
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repository.' 0 Following the requirements of the NWPA, the DOE Secretary
recomm-end1ed Yucca Mountain to the President as the site of the nation's permanent SNF
disposal facility. The President then recommended Yucca Mountain to the Congress,
which approved that site byjoint resolution in 2002.41 While Yucca Mountain is clearly
the intended site of the permanen, repository, the date Yucca Mountain will begin
receiving SNF remains uncertain.
That uncertainty is enshrined in the public record in the NRC's Waste Confidence
Decisions. In 1984, two years after Congress passed the NWPA, NRC issued its first
Waste Confidence Decisioni

2

The purpose of that decision was to "assess its degree of

confidence that radioactive wastes produced by nuclear facilities will be safely disposed
of, to determine when such disposal would be available, and whether such wastes can be
safely stored until they are safely disposed of."'" After a hearing and notice and
comment rulemaking, the NRC issued five findings," including a finding that one or
more permanent disposal repositories for such waste would be available by the years
2007 - 2009. Acknowledging that its conclusions on waste confidence could change due
to any number of unexpected intervening events, the NRC committed to review its
Decision every five years until a permanent repository for high-level radioactive waste
and SNF became available.
'°42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.
"See Yucca Mountain Develo;mer-n Act. Pub, L. No. 107-200,]16 Stat. 735 (2002)
4 49 FR 34658. The 1984 Waste Confidenice Decision was issued as the rciult of a rcrrand to the NRC
from the U.S. Court or Appeals for the D.C. Circut after an aZCpeC1 torn NRC's 1977 decision to deny a
petition for rulcrnak•ng to dzctn.'e whether radioactlve wastes generated in nuclear power reactors can be
disposcd of without undue risk to ptbic health and safety and to rel:.n frer-om .&rnin
pending or f-icure
requcts to. reactor operatin I;censes until such finding ofrafety was made.
49 FR 3E472
These five findings were ccdifled. after Wsuancc ofa fin3l rite, a? 10 CFR 51.23.
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The NRC issued its next Waste Confidence Decision in 1990, affirming or
changing only slightly four of the five findings from the 1984 Decision. Regarding the
likelihood and timing of a permanent geological repository, however, the NRC
significantly revised its earlier assessment that such a facility would be available in the
years 2007 - 2009:
The Commission finds reasonablc assurance that at least one mined
geologic repository will be available within thefirst quarterof the 21'"
cenuoy...(emphasis added)4 s

The Commission a!so extended the cycle of review from every five years to
ever' ten years. The rational for this extension was thmt "-. predictions of
repository availability are best expressed in terms of decades rather than years
(emphasis added).",
The Commission's 1999 Waste Confidence Decision restated the 1990
prediction that a permanent facility might be available sometime within the first
quarter of the 21 st Century, but cited no compelling additional support for that
contention.

47

As of the date of this ROD, fully seven years after the 1999 Waste
Confidence Decision predictions, the DOE has not submitted a license
application for the permanent facility to the NRC.

"' 55 FR 39474, Sep. 18, 1990
AC
Id.
*764 FR 68005, Dcc. 6, J199
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A prudent trustee-delcgi.ie can derive no confidence from the public
record. Construction of Yucca Mountain could be indefinitely delayed by any
number of factors, including protracted litigation (after all, NRC acknowledges
that "dec3des" are-the most relevant unit of lime for predicting the completion
date). Current legal structures.that prevent additional license renewals could be
amended to provide for SNF storage at the proposed JSFSI beyond the term of
the current license and authorized renewal period. This uncertainty concerning
vwhen the SNF might leave trust land, combined with the Secretary's practical
inability to remove or compel its removal once deposited on the reservation,
counsel disapproval of the proposed lease.
Conclusion
For the reasons above, we disapprove the proposed lease and choose the
no action alternative.
Because this decision is issued by the Associate Dcputy Secretary of the
Dcparment of the Interior fulfilling the functions of the Assistant Secretary-Indian
Affairs, it is the final action of the Department and effective immediately, under 25
C.F.R. § 2.20(c).

j

.

n

SEP 0 7 2006

Associate Deputy Secretary
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Record of Deciion
Addressing Right-of-Way Applications U 76985 and U 76986
To Transport Spent Nuclear Fuel
To the Resenration of the Skull Valley Band of Gosbute Indians

SEP 7 2?0

The Decision
This record of decision sets forth the decision of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), U.S. Deparment of the -Interior (the Department), to adopt the no-action
alternative as set forth in a comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), entitled Final Environmental
Impact Statement for the Construction and Operation of an Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation on the Reservation of the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians and
the Related Transportation Facility in Tooele County, Utah (December 2001). Spent
nuclear fuel (SN•), the focus of the EIS, is the primary by-product from a nuclear reactor.
The BLM was a cooperating agency in the preparation of this EIS, as were the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA), U.S. Department of the Interior, and the U.S. Surface
Transportation Board.
The effect of this decision is to rcjcct applications U 76985 and U 76986 for right-of-way
grants filed by Private Fuel Storage L.L.C. (PFS). The applications seek right-of-way
grants under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), 43
U.S.C. 1761, to transport SNF across public lands managed by the BLM. As proposed.
the fuel would be transported from an existing Union Pacific railroad site to the
Reservation of the Skull Valley Band (Band) of Goshute Indians in Tooele County, Utah.
The fuel would be stored in above-ground caniers on the Reservation, awaiting eventual
disposal at a permanent repository in Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Storage would occur
approximately 50 miles from Salt Lake City.

Background
PFS is a limited liability company owned by eight U.S. electric power generating
companies. These companies are: Entergy Corporation; Southern California Edison
Company; Genoa FuelTech. Inc.; Indiana-Michigan Company (American Electric
Power); Florida Power and Light Company; GPU Nuclear Corporation; Xce] Energy Inc.;
and Southern Nuclear Operating Company.
PFS filed an application, dated June 20, 1997, with the NRC for a license to receive,
transfer, and store SNF from commercial nuclear power plants at a privately-owned
independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) on the Goshute Reservation. Shortly
befbre, on May 20, 1997, PFS entered a proposed lease with the Band to use Reservation
lands for this purpose. The Superintendent, BIA, Uintah and Ouray Agency,
conditionally approved this proposed lease on May 23, 1997.
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On August 31, 1998, PFS filed application U 76985 with the BLM fbr a right-of-way
grant authorizing PFS to construct and operate a rail line across public lands in Toocle
County. The rail line would be used to transport sealed transportation casks of SNF to

the proposed JSFSI, also known as the PFS Facility (PFSF), operated by PFS on the
Goshute Reservation. On the same day, PFS filed application U 76986 with the BLM for
a right-of-way grant authorizing PFS to construct an intermoda! transfer facility (ITF) on
9 acres of public lands. The proponent PFS would use this area (later increased to 21
acres) to transfer SNF from rail cars to heavy-haul tractor/trailerm, which would then

transport SNF to the temporary storage site on the Goshute Reservation. PFS indicated in
application U 76986 that its preferred approach was to transport SNF across public lands
by rail. Both applications sought a right-of-way grant for a term of 50 years.
On October 5, 1999, President Clinton signed the National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2000 (113 Stat. 512). This act, also known as Public Law 106-65, directed
the Secretary of Defense to conduct a study to evaluate the impact upon military training,
testing, and operational readiness of any proposed changes in management of Utah
rational defense lands. Until this study and a report to Congress are made, the Secretary
of the Interior may not proceed with the amendment of any individual resource
management plan fbr Utah national defense lands. Utah national defense lands include
lands described in right-of-way application U 76985.
On January 5, 2000, PFS applied for a license with the U.S. Surfice Transportation Board
to construct and operate a rail line to the PFSF (Finance Docket 33824).
A draft EIS was published in June 2000, and numerous comments were received by the
agencies. 65 Fed. Reg. 39206 (June 23, 2000). A final EIS, dated December 2001,
addressed the impacts expected to result from construction and operation of the PFSF,
rail line, and ITF. The preferred alternative set forth in the EIS called for construction
and operation of the PFSF on the Goshute Reservation. The SNF would be transported to
the sihe by a rail line across BLM lands.
On January 6, 2006. after publication of the project's EIS in December 2001, President
Bush signed Public Law 109-163, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2006 (119 Stat. 3136). Section 384 of this Act designated certain lands as
wilderness, to be known as the Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area, and added these lands
to the National Wilderness Preservation System. The Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area
includes lands described in PFS's application U 76985 seeking a right-of-way for a rail
line.
Additional comments were received by the BLM following its publication on February 7,
2006, of a Federal Register notice at 71 Fed. Reg. 6286 requesting comments on the two
right-of-way applications then pending befbre the agency.
On February 21, 2006, the NRC issued Materials License Number SNM-2513 to PFS for

the receipt, possession, storage, and transfer of spent fuel at the PFS facility located at
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Site A on the Goshute Reservation (71 Fed. Reg. 10068 on Feb. 28, 2006). The license is
for a term of 20 years, and the licensee may seek to renew it prior to its expiration. The
license authorizes PFS to provide interim storage in a dry cask storage system for up to
40,000 metric tons of uranium contained in intact spent fuel, damaged fuel assemblies,
and fuel debris. The dry cask storage system authorized for use is a site-specific version
of the 141-STORM 100 system designed by Holtec International, Inc. PFS has indicated
that it may seek to renew the license for 20 years (total of 40 years). A challenge to this
license by the State of Utah is presently pending before the U.S. Court of Appeals,
District of Columbia Circuit, in Ohngo Gaudadeh Devia and State of Utah %ýNuclear
Regulatory Commission and the United States of America, Nos. 05-1419, 05-1420, and
06-1087.
With the issuance of Materials License Number SNM-2513 by the NRC, there remains
for consideration by the Department of the Interior whether the BLM should grant or
deny right-of-way applications U 76985 and U 76986, and whether the BIA should
approve or disapprove the 1997 proposed lease entered by PFS and the Band. Although
Federal Register notices advising of the availability of the draft EIS suggested that the
BLM would await a decision by the BIA before acting, 65 Fed. Reg. 39174 (June 23,
2000) and 65 Fed. Reg. 39206 (June 23, 2000), these notices ame not binding. The Band
has asked the Department to proceed promptly; the BLM has received comments as a
response to BLM's February 7, 2006, Federal Register notice; and the NRC has since
issued its license. In response, the BLM concluded its review of the analysis so that a
decision can be issued. It is the BLM's understanding that a BIA decision is also
forthcoming.
The Alternath'es
The proposed action is set forth as Alternative I inthe EIS.
1.

ProposedAction - Alternative 1: Construction and operation of the proposed
Private FuelStorage Facilityat the proposed location,Site A, on rhe Reservation,
a new railsiding at Skunk Ridge, and a new rail line connecting the Skunk Ridge
siding Wt'th Site A.

Alternative I involves the construction and operation of the proposed PFSF at a site
designated as Site A in the northwest corner of the Skull Valley lndian Reservation and a
new rail line connecting the existing Union Pacific railroad to the site. The proposed
PFSF would be designed to store a lifetime capacity of up to 40,000 metric tons of
uranium (MTU) (44,000 tons) of SNF. The capacity of the proposed PFSF would be
sufficient to store all the SNF from reactor sites owned by PFS members, as well as SNF
from reactor sites that are not owned by PFS members.
Construction of the proposed PFSF would occur in three phases. Phase 1 construction,
which would provide an operational facility, isplaned to begin upon issuance of a
license by the NRC, PFS's assurance of adequate funding, and approval of a proposed
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lease between PFS and the Skull Valley Band. The maximum term of the proposed lease
is 50 years. About one-fourth of the storage area for the proposed PFSF would be

constructed during Phase 1, which would be completed in approximately 18 mouths.
Another one-fourth would be completed during Phase 2, and the remaining portion
constructed during Phase 3. The maximum amount of SNF that PFS could accept at the
proposed PFSF over the term of the license and the proposed lease is 40,000 MTU. Oene
PFS had accepted 40,000 MTU of SNF, it could not accept any additional SNF
shipments, even ifit had begun to ship SNF off site.
SNF to be shipped to the proposed PFSF would be placed inside sealed metal canisters at
commercial nuclear power plants. These canisters would then be placed inside NRC
certified steel shipping casks for transport by rail to the new rail siding at Skunk Ridge.
Dedicated trains, stopping only for crew changes, refueling, and periodic inspections,
would be used to transport SNF from the existing reactor sites to Skull Valley. PFS
expects that it would receive one to two trains, each carrying 2 to 4 shipping casks, per
week from the reactor sites. The number of loaded SNF canisters (inside shipping casks)
is estimated to be between 100 and 200 annually, Each canister would contain
approximately 10 MTU of SNF.
The nearest main rail line is approximately 39 km (24 miles) north of the proposed site.
PFS's preferred option for transporting SNF from the existing Union Pacific main line
railroad to the site is to build a new rail line to the site. The new rail line, and its
associated rail siding, would connect to the existing Union Pacific main rail line at Skunk
Ridge (near Low, Utah). The proposed right-of-way for the rail corridor would be 51 km
(32 miles) long and 60 m (200 ft) wide. It would run to the proposed PFSF site through
public lands administered by the BLM on the eastern side of the Cedar Mountains.
Because these public lands are outside a transportation and utility corridor described in
the BLM's Pony Express Resource Management Plan (RMP), an amendment to this
RMP would be necessary before the BLM could issue a right-of-way.
Before the Pony Express RMP may be amended, however, the Department of Defense
has certain reporting duties under the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
2000 (Public Law 106-65). As noted above, Section 2815(b) of this Act directs the
Secretary of Defense to conduct a study to evaluate the impact upon military training,
testing, and operational readiness of any proposed changes in land designation or
management of the Utah national defense lands. Utah national defense lands arm "public
lands under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management in the State of Utah that
are adjacent to or near the Utah Test and Training Range and Dugway Proving Ground or
beneath the Military Operating Areas, Restricted Areas, and airspace that make up the
Utah Test and Training Range." Section 2815(d) providcs that "Jujntil the Secretary of
Defense submits to Congress a report containing the results of the study, the Secretary of
the Interior may not proceed with the amendment of any individual resource management
plan for Utah national defense lands, or any statewide environmental impact statement or
statewide resource management plan amendment package for such lands, if the statewide
environmental impact statement or statewide resource management plan amendment

addresses wilderness characteristics or *ildemess mnamagement issues affecting such
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lands," The study required by section 2815 has not been completed, and no report has
been submitted to Congress.

From the BLM's perspective, Alternative I involves the amendment of the Pony Express
RMP and the issuance of a right-of-way grant authorizing the construction and operation
of a new rail line across public lands. The route of the right-of-way is described in
PFS's application U 76985.
At the proposed PFSF, a dry cask storage technology would be used. The sealed metal
canisters containing the SNF would be unloaded from the shipping casks at the proposed
PFSF, loaded into steel-and-concrete storage casks, and then placed on concrete pads for

above-ground storage. The canister-based cask system for confining the SNP has been
certified by NRC in accordance with NRC requirements (10 CFR Part 72). PFS
anticipates storing as many as 4,000 sealed metal canisters inside individual storage
casks, for a total maximum storage of 40,000 MTU of SNF.
By the end of the licensed life of the proposed PFSF and prior to the expiration of the
proposed lease, it is expected that the SNF would have been shipped to a permanent
repository. Service agreements (Le., contracts) between PFS and companies storing SNF
at the proposed PFSF will require that the utilities remove all SNF from the proposed
PFSF by the time the PFS license is terminated and PFS has completed its licensing or
regulatory obligations under the NRC license. The service agreement requirement to
remove the SNF from the proposed PFSF is not dependent upon the availability of a
permanent geological repository. Therefore, if the PFS license is terminated or revoked
prior to the availability of a permanent geological repository, the reactor licensees storing
SNF at PFSF would continue to zetain responsibility for the fuel and must remove it from
the proposed PFSF site before license termination.
At the end of its useful fife (or upon termination of the proposed lease with the Band or
termination of the NRC license, whichever comes first), the proposed PFSF would be
closed. As a condition of the proposed lease with the Band and as required by NRC
regulations, decommissioning ofthe proposed PFSF would be required prior to closure of
the facility and termination of the. NRC license. Although the exact nature of
decommissioning cannot be predicted at this time, the principal activities involved in
decommissioning would include:
* Removal of all remaining SNF from Skull Valley;
e Removal or disposition of all storage casks;
* Removal or disposition of the storage pads and crushed rock, at the option of the
Band and the BIA; and
* Removal of the buildings and other improvements or their transfer to the Band, at
the option of the Band and the BIA.
The objective of the radiological decommissioning would be to remove all radioactive
materials having activities above the applicable NRC limits in order for the site to be
released for unrestricted use. The SNF contained inside sealed metal canisters would be
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transfrred to licensed shipping casks for transportation away from Skull Valley. The
proposed lease requires that the SNF be removed from the Reservation before the end of
the lease term.
2.

Alternative 2: Corstruction and operation of the proposed PFSF at an
alternative location, Site B, on the Reservation, with the same Skunk Ridge rail
siding and railline as described underAlternative 1.

This alternative involves constructing the proposed ?FSF at an alternative location,
Site B, on the Reservation. This site is located about 800 m (0.5 mile) south of the
proposed Site A. and is similar in terms of its environmental characteristics to the
proposed site. Under this alternative, a new rail line would be constructed across BLM
lands from Skunk Ridge. The rail corridor through Skull Valley would be essentially
identical to the one for the proposed action, but it would be about 1.6 km (I mile) longer
due to the slightly greater distance of Site B from the existing main rail line. For the
BLM's decisional purposes. Alternative 2 involves the amendment of the Pony Express
RMP and the issuance of a right-of-way grant authorizing the construction and operation
of a new rail line across public lands. The route of the right-of-way is described in PFS's
application U 76985.
3.

Alternative 3: Construction and operation of the proposed PFSFat Site A, and
construction and operation of a new Intermodal Transfer Facility near Timple,
Utah, with the use of heaty-haul vehicles to move SNF down the existing Skull
Valley Road.

Under this alternative, the proposed PFSF would be constructed at Site A, but
transportation of SNF from the existing Union Pacific main rail line to the site would be
accomplished by heavy-haul tractor/trailers. An Intermodal Transfer Facility (ITF) and
rail siding would be built on land managed by BLM at the existing main rail line near
Timpie, Utah, to transfer SN!F shipping casks from rail cans to the heavy-haul vehicles,
which would then transport the SNF along the existing Skull Valley Road to the site. No
rail line would be built under this alternative.
The ITF would occupy approximately 21 acres of BLM land 2 miles west of the
intersection of 1-80 and Skull Valley Road. It consists of three rail sidings, a new access
road for heavy-haul vehicles, and a building with a crane for transferring SNF shipping
casks from rail cars onto heavy-haul trailers. PFS has filed application U 76986 with
BLM for a right-of-way grant authorizing use of this land. The ITF would occupy
previously disturbed land lying between the existing Union Pacific Railroad and
Interstate 80. The SNF would arrive at the ITF by rdl using the Union Pacific rail line.
The crane would load the fuel from a rail car onto a heavy-haul trailer, which would use
the existing Skull Valley Road to carry the fuel south to the PFSF on the Goshute
Reservation, a distance of approximately 26 miles. Skull Valley Road is an undivided,
two-lane public road, one lane in each direction. The BLM issued a right-of-way (U
04240) for this road to the'Utah State Rotid C6mmission oni May 17, 1951. For the
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BLM's decisional purposes, Alternative 3 involves the issuance of a right-of-way grant
authorizing the use of public land for the ITF.
The EIS indicates that Alternative 3 was not selected as the preferred alternative because
construction and use of the rail line would have advantages over the use of the ITF. The
ITF requires the use of heavy-haul trailers traveling on Skull Valley Road at speeds not to
exceed 20 miles per hour. Impacts to local traffic would be difficult to mitigate, impacts
which could be entirely avoided by use of the rail line from Skunk Ridge (EIS at section
9.4.3 (p. 9-16)). Also, the ITF would involve additional doses of radiation incurred by
workers transferring SNF shipping casks from rail cars to heavy-haul vehicles at the ITF.
This additional dosage would also be avoided if the rail option were to be used instead of
the ITF option (Id. at section 9.4.1.3 (p. 9-9).
4.

Alternative 4: Construction and operation of the proposed PFSFat Site B. with
the same ITF as describedunder Alternative 3.

This alternative would be identical to Alternative 3 except that the proposed PFSF would
be located at Site B on the Reservation rather than at Site A. The ITF and rail siding
would be located near Timpie, and transport of SNF by heavy-haul vehicles would use
Skull Valley Road. No rail con-idor would be built under this alternative. As in
Alternative 3, this alternative involves the issuance of a right-of-way grant authorizing
use of the public lands for the ITF. PFS has filed right-of-way application U 76986 for
use of BLM lands br the ITF.
5.

'o

Action Alternati'e

Under the No Action alternative, no PFSF or transportation facilities would be built in
Skull Valley. Under this altemative, no proposed lease would be approved by the BIA
between PFS and the Band. For the BLM's decisional purposes, right-of-way
applications U 76985 and U 76986 filed by PFS would each be denied. The Band would
be free to pursue alternative uses for the land in the northwest comer of the Reservation,
The Wyoming Alternate Site

The proponent PFS identified a site in Fremont County, Wyoming, as an alternative,
secondary site. This site is located north of Shoshoni, Wyoming, approximately 24 miles
northeast of Riverton and 10 miles south of the Owl Creek Mountains. This site was not
actively considered by PFS for the siting of a SNF storage facility, but it was evaluated in
the EIS for comparison purposes, i.e., to determine whether it was obviously superior to
the Skull Valley site selected by PFS. The Wyoming site is private land located adjacent
to an existing railroad and requiring approximately one mile of new rail construction for
access. NRC staff concluded that construction and operation of a SNF storage facility at
the Wyoming site was not an obviously superior alternative to the proposed action. PFS
has elected to pursue the leasing and development of only Site A on the Skull Valley
Reservation.
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Alternatives consideredbut notfurther addressed
A number of alternatives were considered in the EIS but not further addressed. These
alternatives included: (1) a different, privately owned, away-from-reactor ISFSI; (2)
shipment of SNF from reactor sites without sufficient storage space to reactor sites with
additional storage capacity; (3) alternative sites that would, in effect, eliminate the need
for the proposed PFSF; (4) alternative technologies available for an operational ISFSI;
and (5) transportation options for moving SNF cross-country to the location of the
proposed PFSF, as well as transportation options within Skull Valley. The first three of
these items were eliminated from detailed evaluation because of the absence of any
evidence that these options were actually viable, the unavailability of sufficient detail for
evaluation, and the speculative nature of such options. The remaining items did not
offer any obvious advantage over those technology and transportation alternatives
identified for evaluation in the EIS and were eliminated from detailed evaluation.
EnvironmentallyPreferableAlternative
The BLM considers the environmentally preferable alternative to be the No Action
alternative. The potential impacts of constructing and operating the proposed PFSF and
associated SNF transportation facilities in Skull Valley would not occur under this
alternative. No rail line to the PFSF would be built, and no ITF would be constructed on
BLM lands. Traffic on Skull Valley Road would not be increased by heavy-haul trailers
carrying SNF. Positive economic benefits from tax revenues, local payroll, and other
expenditures would not be available to the Band, ,but the Band would be free to pursue
other uses for its land.
The Basis for the Decision
The BLM's decision is to adopt the No Action alternative, the effect of which is to deny
right-of-way applications U 76985 and U 76986 filed by PFS.
Alternatives I and 2
Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area
On January 6, 2006, after publication of the project's EIS in December 2001, President
Bush signed Public Law 109-163, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2006 (119 Stat. 3136). Section 384 of this Act designated certain lands as
wilderness, to be known as the Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area, and added these lands
to the National Wilderness Preservation System. In addition, section 384 withdrew the
Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area "fioro all forms of entry, appropriation, or disposal
under the public land laws, from location, entry, and patent under the United States
mining laws, and from disposition under all laws pertaining to mineral and geothermal
leasing, and mineral materials, and all amendments to such laws." The Cedar Mountain
Wilderness Area includes lands described in PFS's application U 76985 seeking a right-
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of-way for a rail line. The effect of this wilderness designation is to preclude the BLM's
issuance of a right-of-way grant authorizing a rail line through those lands designated as
the Cedar Mountain Wilderness Arca. As a practical matter, any rail line would be
fbrced to halt at the boundary of the lands designated as the Cedar Mountain Wilderness
Area.
The BLM's authority to issue a fight-of-way grant for a rail line across the public lands is
set forth in Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), 43 U.S.C.
1761. Section 501(a) of FLPMA provides in pan: 'The Secretary (of the Interior], with
respect to the public lands and, the Secretary of Agriculture, with respect to lands within
the National Forest System (except in each case landdesignated as vilderness), are
authorized to grant, issue, or renew rights-of-way over, upon, under, or through such
lands fbr -.

..

roads, trails, highways, ratiroads,. . . or other means of transportation...

(emphasis added)." Thus. section 501(a) expressly removes from the Secretary and his
delegate, the BLM, the authority to issue a right-of-way grant fbr lands designated as
wilderness. To issue a right-of-way grant in such a case would violate Section 501 (a) of
FLPMA. Because the BLM cannot issue a right-of-way grant for a necessary part of the
lands described in PFS's application U 76985, Alternatives I and 2, both of which rely on
the rail line described in application U 76985, have not been selected.
The BLM regulations support denial of application U 76985. Regulation 43 CFR
2804.26(a) states that the BLM may deny a right-of-way application if"(1) The proposed
use is inconsistent with the purpose for which the BLM manages the public lands
described in [the] application; (2) The proposed use would not be in the public interest;
(3) (The applicant is] not qualified to hold a grant; (4) Issuing the grant would be
inconsistent with [FLPMA], other laws, or these or other regulations; (5) [The applicant
does] not have or cannot demonstrate the technical or financial capability to construct the
project or operate facilities within the right-of-way; or (6) (The applicant does] not
adequately comply with a deficiency notice... " Regulation 43 CFR 2804.26(a)(4)
supports denial of application U 76985 because approval of this application would be
inconsistent with Section 501(a) of FLPMA. Additional support for denial is set fbrth at
43 CFR 2802.10(a), which provides that BLM may grant rights-of-way "except when (a]
statute, regulation, or public land order specifically excludes rights-of-way."
Even in the absence of the language in section 501(a) precluding the authorization of a
right-of-way through wilderness lands. Alternatives I and 2 would not be an appropriate
selection. Lands included in the National Wilderness Preservation System, such as the
Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area, are to be administered by the Secretary for the use and
enjoyment of the American people in such a manner as will leave them unimpaired for
future use and enjoyment as wilderness and so as to provide fbr the protection of these
areas and their wilderess character (16 U.S.C. 1131(a)). Congress defined "wilderness"
to be "an area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and influence,
without permanent improvements or human habitation, which is protected and managed
so as to preserve its natural conditions and which (1) generally appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined
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type of recreation; (3) has at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to
make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition; and (4) may also
contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or
historical value (16 U.S.C. 1131(c))." A rail line through such an area would create a
noticeable impact on the Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area. In addition, the I to 2 trains
per week each carrying two to fbur loaded shipping casks of SNF from reactor sites

through the wilderness would be incompatible with maintaining the wilderness values
recognized by Congress, Denial of right-of-way application U 76985 is clearly required,
because operation of a rail line would be inconsistent with the purpose for which the
BLM manages the Cedar Mountain Wilderness Area (43 CFR 2804.26(a)(1)).
National Defense Authorizatiop Act for Fiscal Year 2000
Additional support for not selecting Alternatives 1 and 2 is the failure to date of the
Department of Defense to prepare the study and submit to Congress the report required
by Section 2815 of Public Law 106-65, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2000. Section 383 of Public Law 109-163 directs the Secretary of Defense to
prepare and transmit to the Secretary of the Interior within six months of Interior's
request an analysis of the military readiness and operational impacts of a proposed

revision to a land use plan for the Utah Test and Training Range. Section 383 may speed
the process of obtaining an analysis of the impacts of a land use plan amendment, but it
provides no direction to the Defense Department to submit a report to Congress. In the
absence of the study and report required by Public Law 106-65, the BLM could not
proceed with the amendment of the Pony Express Resource Management Plan, which
amendment is necessary for the grant of a rtal line right-of-way.
Given the substantial basis for not selecting Alternatives I and 2, it is unnecessary to
determine wheth.er the grant of a right-of-way through the Cedar Mountain Wilderness
Area would be precluded by the fact that such lands are withdrawn from all forms of
entry, appropriation, or disposal under the public land laws. This issue is wholly distinct
from the analysis above of Section 501(a) of FLPMA, Public Law 106-65. and 16 U.S.C.
1131.
AIternarives3 and 4
Alternatives 3 and 4 arc not selected because to grant application U 76986 based on the
existing record would be contrary to the public interest (43 CFR 2804.26(a)(2)). The
public interest requires that a decisionmaker, at a minimum, be able to articulate a
rational connection between the facts found and the conclusions made. Too many
questions remain unanswered to grant a right-of-way to PFS at this time. In so deciding,
we acknowledge the hard work of the NRC in authoring the 2001 EIS and granting
Materials License Number SNM-2513 to PFS. We further acknowledge the economic
benefas that the Band could enjoy, e.g., jobs and lease income, if the PFSF were

developed (see EIS at sections 6.1.5.1 (pp. 6-11 through 6-14); 6.2.1.2 (p. 6-32); 8.2.1 (p.
8-1 1);_and 9.4.1.1 (p. 9-5)). We can not agree, however, that all appropriate land
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management questions have been answered at this time. Application U 76986 should be
denied.
The elimination of Alternatives I and 2 as reasonable alternatives by Public Law 109-163
only left Alternatives 3 and 4 for consideration. As set fbrth above, Alternatives 3 and 4
call for the BLM to issue a right-of-way grant for an ITF, The ITF is a 21-acre site where
a crane would transfer casks of SNF from rail car to heavy-haul trailer. Figure 2.15 of
the EIS at p. 2-48 depicts a typical heavy-haul tractor trailer 150 feet long and 12 feet
wide. The casks would then be trucked at a speed of no more than 20 miles per hour for
26 miles south on Skull Valley Road to the Reservation. This slow rate of speed would
require other traffic to reduce speed or make additional passing maneuvers (EIS at
section 5.5.2.2 (p. 5-31)). Comments received from the State of Utah, dated May 8,
2006, in response to the BLM's February 7, 2006, Federal Register notice indicate that
parts of Skull Valley Road are only 20-feet wide, consisting of two lanes, one in each
direction, each 10-feet wide with minimal shoulder. The State notes that by necessity the
slow moving, 12-oot wide PFS vehicle will have to travel near the center of the 20-foot
wide road (at p. 27 and Exhibit 17).
The ITF could handle a maximum of 3 casks per single purpose train. If a maximum
train size of three loaded casks were received, approximately 28 work hours are estimated
to complete the transfer of the last cask to the heavy-haul trailer for delivery to the PFSF
(EIS at section 5.7.2.9 (p. 5-60)). One of the casks would be transferred from its railcar
onto a heavy-haul trailer, while the other casks would remain on the railcars until the
heavy-haul trailer returned from the PFSF, whereupon they would be transferred to the
heavy-haul trailer, one at a time,. and the shipping sequence would be repeated (Id at p.
5-61). A minimum of two heavy-haul trailers would be used to move SNF to the PFSF
(Id at section 2.2.4.2 (p. 2-47)).
At the ITF th•e crew would consist of four handlers, a spotter, inspector, crane operator,
and a health physics staff member. The handlers would attach ropes to the ends of the
cask after it is released from the railcar and help guide it into a tie-dowA cradle on the
low-boy trailer or to the temporary storage location (EIS at section 5.7.2.9 (p. 5-60)).
Shipments from the ITF to PFSF would be made only during daylight hours. Each trailer
shipment would bx accompanied by escorts, one vehicle traveling up to 1,000 feet in
front of the [railer, one traveling up to 1,000 feet behind the trailer, to warn travelers of
the slow moving truck. The trip will take approximately 1,5 hours (Id. at p. 5-61).
Alternative 3 calls for storage of SNF at Site A on the Reservation; Alternative 4 calls for
storage of SNF at Site B on the Reservation. The NRC's issuance of Materials License
Number SNM-2513 to PFS on February 21, 2006, removes Altemative 4 from
consideration because the license authorizes storage at Site A only. Site B is no longer an
option, and so Alternative 3 is the only alternative that remains fbr consideration.
In applications U 76985 and U 76986, PFS states that both the rail and heavy-haut trailer
modes of transporting the casks are viable, but that "[t]h6 rail spur is the preferred mode
of.transportation to the PFSF because it involves less handling of the casks and is
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therefore more efficient and timely in comparison to the highway. In addition, while
there is little traffic on the Skull Valley Road, the large tractor/trailers needed to haul the
casks will create some level of traffic interference, which will be avoided using the rail
spur."
The EIS found that Alternatives 3 (and 4) had two disadvantages, which caused each to
be rejected as a preferred alternative. The first of these disadvantages is the impact to
local traffic on Skull Valley Road caused by slow moving heavy-haul trailers carrying
SNF from the ITF. Such impacts would be difficult to mitigate (EIS at section 9.4.3 (p.
9-16)). The second disadvantage is the additional radiation that workers transferring SNF
shipping casks from railcars to heavy-haul trailers at the ITF would incur. These
additional doses could be avoided if the rail option were used instead (Id. at section
9.4.1.3 (p. 9-9)).
No Action Alternative
Skull Valley Road
We believe that the No Action alternative, and not Alternative 3 (or 4), is the proper
choice because the EIS has failed to consider a number of important factors. First, the
EIS has not sufficiently studied the impacts that will occur when SNF is removed from
the PFSF via Skull Valley Road and sent to a permanent repository or returned to its
source. The EIS has studied how transportation of SNF to the PFSF will occur, but it has
not devoted similar consideration to how transportation of SNFfrom the PFSF will occur
and, in particular, how transportation from the PFSF via Skull Valley Road will occur.
This is an important consideration because the PFSF is a temporary storage facility and is
not intended as a permanent repository. As noted above, service agreements between
PFS and the utilities storing SNF at the PFSF require that the utilities remove all SNF
from the site by the time the PFS license is terminated and PFS has completed its
licensing or regulatory obligations under its NRC license. Removal of SNF from the
PFSF demands a hard look.
The first page of the final EIS describes the focus of the document in this Way: "This
FEIS evaluates the potential environmental effects of the ISMSI proposed by PFS,
including construction and operation of new transportation facilities that would provide
access to the proposed ISFSI and a consideration of alternatives to that proposal ....
The proposed action would include construction and operation of the proposed ISFSI,
[also called the Private Fuel Storage Facility (PFSF)], including transporting SNF to the
proposed PFSF, and the construction of a rail line from Skunk Ridge to the proposed
PFSF site... (sections 1.1 and 1.2 (p. 1-1), emphasis added)."
In descnibing the scope of the E£S at section 1.4.1 (p. 1-14), the cooperating Federal
agencies, of which the BLM is one, state: "Transportation. The analysis of potential
impacts resulting from the transportation of SNF considers relevant aspects of both rail
and truck transport to the proposed PFSF (emphasis added)." The document is replete
with other statements-idicating that transportation of SNF to the PFSF was the focus of
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the document (see EIS, e.g., sections 1.5.3.1 (p. 1-17); 2.1.2.1 (p. 2-18); 2.2.4.2 (pp. 2-40,
2-43, 2-47); 5 (p. 5-1); 5.4 (p. 5-15); 5.5.2.2 (p. 5-31); 5.6.2 (p. 5-34); 5.7.2.4 (p. 5-49);
5.7.2.5 (p. 5-51); 5.7.2.6 (p. 5-53); 5,7.2.8 (pp. 5-57 through 5-58); 5.7.2.9 (pp. 5-58

through 5-62). 5.8.3.2 (p. 5-71); 5.8.4 (p. 5-72); 6 (p. 6.1); 6.1.4.3 (p. 6-10); 6.1.5.3 (pp.

6-12 through 6-14); 6.1.8.3 (p. 6-20); 9.3 (p. 9-2); and 9.4.3 (p. 9-16); Appendix A
Scoping Report at section 3.1 (p. 12); Appendix A Supplemental Scoping Report at
section 3.1 (pp. 12 - 13); Appendix C (p. C-I); Appendix D at sections D.3 through
D.3.1.1 (pp. D.20 through D-21); and Appendix G at section G.2 (p. G-9)).
We acknowledge a discussion in the EIS of the radiological risk of transporting 4,000
SNF canisters from the PFSF to the Utah-Nevada border at section 5.7.2.7 (pp. 5-54
through 5-57) and Appendix D at section D.3.2 (p.D-26). Tables 5.11 and 5.13 (pp. 5-56
and 5-57) show the annual and cumulative 20-year campaign radiation doses and health
risks associated with shipment of SINT from the PFSF to the Utah-Nevada border via the
ITF. In addition, we note that sections 2.1.2 (p. 2-18); 2.1.2.2 (p. 2-26); 2.1.6 (pp. 2-32
through 2-33); 5.7 (p. 5-35); 5.7.1.2 (p. 5-38); 5.7.2 (p. 5-39); 5.7.2.1 (p. 5-41); 5.7.2.2
(pp. 5-42 through 5-43); 5.7.2.3 (pp. 5-46 through 5-47); and 5.7.2.11 (p. 5-63); and

Appendix C at section C.2 (pp. C-2 and C-4) address removal of SNF from the PFSF;
these sections, however, do not take a hard look at how removal will occur via Skull
Valley Road, a key access route now that Alternatives 1, 2, and 4 have been eliminated.
This same deficiency is present in Appendix 0, which addresses public comments at
sections G.3.4;1.2 (p. G-74); G.3.4.1.3 (p. G-75); G,3.4.2.4 (p. G-77); and G.3.16.3.3 (p.
G-330). While the radiation doses and health risks identified in Tables 5.11 and 5.13 are
important, they are but one facet of the analysis. Not explored are the practical impacts
occasioned by using Skull Valley Road for removal. Whether Skull Valley Road will be
adequate to the task when removal of SNF occurs at the conclusion of the license term is
unanswered. Similarly unclear is whether Skull Valley Road will be adequate to the task
if removal occurs over a brief period of time, rather than a 10- or 20-year period. The
socioeconomic and community resources (see EIS at section 5.5 (p. 5-23)) that will be
impacted by removal of SNF via Skull Valley Road have not received the required hard
look. The EIS examines only one part of the analysis, albeit an important one, but largely
neglects the impacts that will occur when removal of SNF is scheduled to occur via Skull
Valley Road.
Tekoi Balefill
The EIS also neglects an analysis of the Tekol Balefill, a disposal site for bundled waste
that the Goshute Tribe has opened on its Reservation. The Tekoi Balefi~l is important for
an analysis of Alternative 3 (and 4) because the waste received at the Tckoi Balefill is
presently transported by truck over the same road, Skull Valley Road, that would be used
to carry SNF to and from the PFSF. Comments received by the BLM from the State of
Utah, dated May 8,2006, in response to the BLM's February 7, 2006, Federal Register
notice estimate that Balefill traffic will account for 130 to 160 truck trips per day on Skull
Valley Road (at p. 32). This road is 20-foot wide, much of itwithout shoulders, the State
notes, and the heavy-haul trailers used by PFS are expected to be 12 feet wide (at pp. 26.
27).
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The absence of any discussion of the Tekoi Balefili in the December 2001 E[S is
understandable because the Balefill was not underway-until 2004, following issuance of
the 2001 EIS. An environmental document, dated May 2004, was prepared for this
disposal site by BIA, and consideration of the PFSF and alhcrnate routing was factored
into its cumulative impacts analysis at section 6.7 (p. 6-7). The BLM, however, had no
part in prmparing this document.
Additional comments underscore the importance of Skull Valley Road to those using it.
In a letter dated April 13, 2006, the Utah Test and Training Range Manager stated that
SR-196 (Skull Valley Road) is the main route to Dugway Proving Ground, Skull Valley
ranches, public land in Skull Valley, and is "one of only three emergency evacuation
routes for the chemical weapons incinerator in Tooele Valley." W'hether Skull Valley
Road can accommodate the traffic from the Tekoi Balefill and PFSF, in addition to other
regular users of the road, is a question as yet unanswered by the BLM. In the absence of
such answer, it would be contrary to the public interest to issue a right-of-way grant to
PFS.
Storage ofhazardous materials
Traffic caused by the Tekoi Balefill and other users of Skull Valley Road also raises the
question whether the transfer of SNF via Skull Valley Road will proceed as described
above at Alternative 3 or remain at the ITF for longer periods oftinme. The importance of
this question is pointed out by a number of commenters who claim that storage of SNF
will occur at the ITF. Responding to the BLM's February 7, 2006, Federal Register
notice, Senator Orrin Hatch and Senator Robert Bennett state in a letter dated May'2,
2006, that use of the ITF would violate BLM policy against using BLM land for the
storage of hazardous materials. Senators Hatch and Bennett quote from the 1990 Pony
Express RMP, which states at page 4 in addressing military activities, "Public land will
not be made available for inappropriate uses such as storage or use of hazardous
materials (munitions, fuel, chemicals, etc.) and live artillery firing (emphasis added)."
The PFS operation on the ITF will not be a flow-through operation, the Senators state,
and SNF casks will be stored al the ITF awaiting transfer foi truck transport.
If storage were to occur at the ITF under PFS's transportation plan, denial of application
U 76986 would be appropriate. As noted above, the BLM may deny a right-of-way
application if the proposed use is inconsistent with the purpose for which the BLM
manages the public lands in the application (43 CFR 2804.26(a)(1)).
Congressional enactment of Public Law 109-163 designating the Cedar Mountain

Wilderness Area changed the decisional landscape. The preferred alternative of the EIS,
shipment by rail, was no longer a possibility. What remained was a set of discarded
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alternatives, Alternatives 3 and 4, that appear not to have received the attention of the rail
alternatives (Alternatives I and 2.) The fbcus on trsportation by rail instantly shifted to
transportation by heavy-haul trailers when Congress designated the Cedar Mountain
Wilderness Area.
Understandably, the EIS is silent on the designation of the Cedar Mountain Wilderness
Area. Whether use of the ITF and heavy-haul trailers on Skull Valley Road will impact
the use of the Wilderness is yet another question to be addressed. The Cedar Mountain

Wilderness Area is atypical; low-level overflights and operations of military aircraft,
helicopters, missiles, or unmanned aerial vehicles over the wilderness are not precluded.
Additional study of the questions set forth above is necessary. Careful consideration of
these questions is appropriate because of the uncon-ron nature of the cargo being
transported. The BLM's duties as a land manager require that it take a hard look at these
questions. To grant the right-of-way sought by PFS without answers to these questions
would be to ignore its land management duties and the needs of the affected public. In so
concluding, we are not unmindful of the economic benefits, such as jobs and lease
income, that could accrue to the Band if the PFSF were developed (EIS at sections
6.1.5.1 (pp. 6-11 through 6-14); 6.2.1.2 (p. 6-32); 8.2.1 (p. 8-11); and 9.4.1.1 (p. 9-5)),
To grant the right-of.way sought by PFS at this time, however, would be contrary to the
public interest (43 CFR 2804,26(a)(2)).'

Yucca Mountain
Additional support for our selection of the No Action alternative above is provided by a
number of statcments from elected officials and recent legislation. These statements and
legislation further assist in defining the public interest.
In correspondence with Senator Hatch dated October 26, 2005, Secretary of Energy
Samuel Bodman concluded that "the Private Fuel Storage Facility initiative is not part of
the Department's overall strategy for the management of spent nuclear fuel and high
level radioactive waste." Noting that the PFS facility would be constructed and operated
by the private sector outside the scope of the Nuclear WVaste Policy Act (NWPA), the
Secretary found that the Department of Energy (DOE) would be prohibited by statute
from providing funding or financial assistance for the project.
Secretary Bodman made clear in his letter that the DOE is continuing to work toward the
successful development of the Yucca Mountain repository. The Secretary stated that
development of Yucca Mountain as a permanent geologic repository for the Nation's
We note with interest Son Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. Nuclear Regulatory
Commisjsion, 449 F.3d 1016 (9*"Cir. 2006), which held that the NRC's determination that
NEPA does not require a consideration of the environmental impact of terrorist attacks
does not satisfy a reasonableness review.
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high-level radioactive waste will reduce, if not eliminate, the need for high-level
radioactive waste to go to a private temporary storage fcility, such as the PFSF.
Secretary Bodman underscored this message in a letter to Senator Hatch dated May 5,
2006: "A deep geologic repository at Yucca Mountain is in our national interest, and
indeed is critical to our Nation's energy security and national security."
Former Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham, in prior correspondence with Senator
Hatch. dated July S, 2002, reached many of these same conclusions. Secretary Abraham
stated that the NW;PA authorizes the DOE to provide funding and.financial assistance
only for shipments of spent fuel to a facility constructed under that act. Because the
PFS/Goshute facility would be constructed outside the scope of the act, the DOE could
not fund or otherwise provide financial assistance for PFS. Nor could the DOE Monitor
the safety precautions that a private facility may install. All costs associated with the PFS
plan would have to be covered by the members of the PFS private consortium, the
Secretary concluded. As in the case of Secretary Bodman, Secretary Abraham found that
the best course of action is to pursue permanent storage at Yucca Mountain.
The Yucca Mountain repository referred to by Secretaries Bodman and Abraham is the
focus of Public Law 107-200. This law, approved July 23, 2002, is a joint resolution of
the Senate and House of Representatives approving the site at Yucca Mountain as a
repository for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel,
pursuant to the NWPA (116 Stat, 735). Passage of this law was preceded on February
15, 2002, by, the President's recommendation to Congress that Yucca Mountain be used
for the storage of nuclear waste.
The legislative history accompanying Public Law 107-200 points out that pursuant to the
NWPA amendments of 1987, Congress selected the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada as
the single site to be characterized by DOE for long-term geologic disposal of the Nation's
high-level radioactive waste inventories (H.R. Rep. No. 107-425 (May 1,2002)).
Conclusion
Alternatives 1 and 2 are not selected because to grant the right-of-way sought by PFS in
application U 76985 would be inconsistent with the purpose for which the BLM manages
the public lands and inconsistent with Section 501(a) of FLPMA (43 CFR 2804.26(a)(1)
and (a)(4)). Alternatives 3 and .4 are not selected because to grant the right-of-way
sought by PFS in application U 76986 based on the existing record would be contrary to
the public interest (43 CFR 2804.26(a)(2)). The No Action alternative is selected instead.
By selecting the no action alternative, the BLM has used all practicable means to avoid or
minimize environmental harm, as required by Council on Environmental Quality
regulations at 40 CFR 1505.2(c). As set forth above, the decision to adopt the No Action
alternative means, in effect, that right-of-way applications U 76985 and U 76986 will be
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denied. A decision to this effect will be rendered to PFS. Thi BLM would, of coure;
consider any future application by PFS for this project if the application addresses the
deficiencies in the existing record discussed in this ROD.
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